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Adjective plays an important part in Chinese. However, the previous researches 
paid little attention to the error analyses especially aimed to the English speaking 
students. It is necessary and significant for us to do some relevant theoretical and 
practical researches. This thesis analyzed a data of 429 Chinese writings composed by 
Chinese learners who had English as their first language. The corpus was collected 
from the HSK center in Beijing Language University. In order to ensure that the data 
resource was reliable and representative, only the compositions of learners from 
England, America, Australia and Canada were selected and copied. Viewed by 
influential Western linguistic theories such as Contrastive analysis, Error analysis，
Interlingua theory and Cognition theory, this thesis analyzed the application an errors 
of the data. 
Chapter one was a brief introduction about the object of study, the purpose and 
intent of whole thesis，theoretical basis，review of the literature, methods and so on. 
Chapter two compared the differences of adjectives between the English and Chinese 
in three aspects: morphology, grammatical feature and meaning. It lays a very good 
ground for the analysis in the following chapters. Then study the errors of adjectives 
in the dates. Finally, the causes of the errors arising were discovered and some 
suggestions and countermeasures were put forward. 
The research may obtain the following conclusions: 
First, adjectives play an important role in learning Chinese vocabularies 
throughout the whole journey of learning Chinese as a second language. 
Second, the level distribution of the adjectives in the General Outline of Chinese 
Vocabulary Grading is quite reasonable. For satisfying the requests of the foreign 
student, the General Outline should be updated in good time. 
Third, the materials are classified into four kinds: errors in meaning, errors in 
collocation, errors in grammar and pragmatic errors. Then these kinds could divide 
into 19 kinds. The quantity of the errors in meaning is most in those four kinds. The 














near-Synonym errors occupied the largest in the 19 kinds. 
Fourth, the causes of the errors arising were really a lot. The reasons for errors 
mainly include negative transfer of mother tongue，negative transfer of Chinese and so 
on. These causes are connected. 
Fifth, some advices to avoid the errors were given including individual factors 
and perfecting the surroundings. 
This thesis analyses the reasons for the errors and offer some suggestions. Finally, 
we hope to provide some help to the Chinese language learner and researchers. 
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20 世纪 80 年代后，现代汉语形容词研究进入研究角度、理论与方法的多元
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④ 认知语言学是语言学的一门分支学科，它脱胎自认知心理学或认知科学，大约在 1980 年代后期至 1990
年代开始成型。涉及人工智能、语言学、心理学、系统论等多种学科，它针对生成语言学，提出：语言
的创建、学习及运用，从基本上都必须能够透过人类的认知而加以解释，因为认知能力是人类知识根本。 
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